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About This Content

All the original music from tycoon game, Rise of Industry.

16 tracks including one exclusive to the soundtrack that didn't make it into the game.

Track Listing:

#01 - Rise of Industry - Main Theme - 04:01
#02 - The First Loan - 06:29

#03 - Gathering Resources - 07:27
#04 - Green Graph - 07:36
#05 - Headquarters - 07:29

#06 - Zeppelins in The Sky - 08:14
#07 - Profit, Profit, Profit! - 06:30
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#08 - Logistics - 08:05
#09 - Clockwork Production - 08:11

#10 - Assembly Line - 09:55
#11 - Tight Focus - 09:19

#12 - Plan and Progress - 06:39
#13 - Research & Development - 07:04

#14 - Rising Up - 07:49
#15 - Money Flow - 06:51

#16 - Open For Business - 07:24
#17 - A New Day to Thrive - 08:20

#18 - Industrial Victory - 04:43
#19 - Rise of Halloween - 03:55

#20 - Glory Days - 08:43
#21 - Industrial Christmas - 05:22

#22 - Thumping Machinery - 07:43
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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Dapper Penguin Studios
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Kasedo Games
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: N/A

Processor: N/A

Memory: N/A MB RAM

Graphics: N/A

Storage: N/A MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: N/A
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To start things off I want to tell you just how happy I am to be alive! This Grand life has taught me the True Meaning of life and
just why I am alive today! I mean my in-game character did possibly die three times of insanity but looking past that I now
know how lucky I am to be alive and it is all down to this 5 Star one of a kind game!

Okay aside from... that, in all seriousness This Grand Life is a great game and you should definitely invest your money into it! I
say that complete truth. (Yes, I know I got given the game but that has not affected my review) When you start i think you may
find the game a little boring, that’s a fact, but once you get past that first 15 minutes and have gathered your bearings you can
enjoy the full expanse of choices this game has to offer. You can start at the top or choose the begin at the bottom and battle to
become that Rich Boy genius that you strive to be. Or on the flip side you could become a renowned failure and start to drink
beer all day and pick fights with whomever attempts to bat an eyelid in your direction.

At the end of the day it is Your Life and you can make it a Grand Life if you so desire. So, get out there and make your life
worth it!
. Well, for one thing the controls are just awkward. I had to double click everything with a little black pointer, but I had to use
the mouse to look around. So I'd end up looking at a wall while trying to click one of the objects.
And the ending is just bad. Very bad. Any semblance of subtlety the game had going for it (not a lot) was ruined in the last
minute of the game. It just spells out everything with some white text on a blank background.
Save your two dollars for taco bell or something.. This game is AMAZING!. Worth it just for the 5 heroes, all of which are
some of the best in the game. The two new environments are great, and the new game mode is really awesome to have digitally.
I highly reccomend this to any fan of sentinels.. Love this game,East to understand,this can be fantastisk ��. I really want to like
this game, but it's so poorly made.
The grapichs are authenticly retro and so is the music, but it's also too quiet.
The level design is awful. All the enemies are clumped together in one big open space, giving you very little vantage points to
take out enemies individually, and you'll run out of ammo quickly if you try to take them all on at once from a distance and
you'll quickly die if you try to take them on up close.. Yes.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥yes!. For what it is, I'd say it's a decent amount of fun.
It's also nice that it will run on about anything.
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The DLC content adds to the game, honestly it should have been paired with it from the beginning. You swith caracters in this
one so your friend saves you this time. It has a fun twist to it. Love the game wish there were more content, but it's fun just to
try to reach the achievements which I wouldn't do on a lot of games.. Tons of fun for a little third person shooter. So far I have
only played as the MAN and not tried split screen or multiplayer, but I can say that considering how much fun it has been so far
I am sure those modes will only add to the awesomeness of the game.

It is a simple premise - defend a city from a monster or destroy it being the monster - and as the MAN you do this by shooting it
yourself with an assortment of guns that you pick up each map while the main defence is pretty much tower defence. You place
things like pillbox turrets, boats, helicopters, tanks, explosive barrels etc... I really like how you can watch the action afar or
jump into any unit you put down. You slowly attain more units for your arsenal and bow stock of them to use in the map. Each
map has one coin in it that you use to upgrade either your jetpack, health, or main gun. I popped in just to see if my HDTV was
working pushing 4k @ 60hz thinking I would play 5-10 minutes and I stayed for over two hours.

Looking forward to more and excited to play with a friend! Definitely recommend at any price, I think I got it for $3.50 or
something like that on the chrono.gg sale of the day, as it is so cheap and there is so much content.

One last thing, the retro pixel graphics are cool but I found it WAY easier to see what was happening when I turned off the retro
effect which kills the pixilation; I'm talking night and day difference between being able to sort out what I am seeing or not.. I
wanted to get this game to give it a quick review seeing as no one else (in my language) has.
Alright, God Simulator everyone.

Its exactly how it looks and sounds from the video. you select 3 out of 4 options of what you want your world to be made out of.
Trees, mountains, lakes, and rocks. Once thats done you choose... animals and events? to happen. Theres also a SCORE counter
at the bottem left. The tutorial of the game tells you basic camra controls and nothing of the game itself. When you start a game
your told what to do, but even that is extreamly vague. The FONT for the 'events' sandstorm (not dust storm as it says in its
desc) rain, big rain, and fog and something else, is Horrible. The UI is garbage.
One little thing that upset me is the game is based around humans, fair enough, but when Humans are summoned a 'food and
happiness' shows up on the top upper left. The happiness is represented by =) face, while hunger is represented by a crudely
drawn image of Pizza. Yep.. I just hate games, where devs think they know what is correct keyboard config??. This game is
amazing. You should buy it.

There are certain games that are just special. This is one of them. I put it up there with Nex Machina as an impeccable arcade
experience that will have you throwing your control in frustration and then rushing to the store to buy another.

It's will feel wierd at first, but once you "get it", the experience is invigorating. The speed, the precision, the challenge.

You've probably noticed the amazing aesthetic + music, which provides a lovely backdrop for your hours of playing the same
level over and over trying to shave off seconds or complete one of the games devious challenges. Good stuff, but the real meat
here is the gameplay.

Despite the depth of it's mechanics, the game does a wonderful job of tutorializing and slowly feeding them to you.

So, there are the mainline levels. They have checkpoints, you have health. You will be swinging and dashing your way through
them, and you can take your time. The difficulty curve is pretty smooth as well, so as soon as your thumbs are getting sore a new
toy will be introduced that you will want to play with.

Each zone has a few of these levels, and once you've gone through them, you unlock the "boss" level which usually has some
unique challenges and set-pieces. Eventually, you will also get a few bonus levels: there are "puzzle" style levels that I really love
(but they might drive you insane), and then later some "speed" levels are introduced which require you to hit a series of
checkpoints in a very tight time window. There are 4 zones per planet, and I'm on the third and last planet. The game says I am
62% finished.

So, that's great, right? Well, you can also replay every single one of these levels to collect hidden "shards" and tackle challenges
with "shard" rewards (and there are some special ones that are real head-scratchers). You can also go for score or time and see
how you stack up on the leaderboards. There is full ghost support so you can have real-time feedback on your run, and you can
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watch any of the runs on the leaderboard to learn from the best.

If any of this sounds interesting, try it out. I highly recommend a controller and the twin-stick control scheme for the
independent aim it provides. You can also play with m+kb, just keyboard, or use a more standard platformer scheme as well.
The controls are all fully rebindable as well.

Oh, there is story too. There are some interesting characters (you're just a mute Rifter) and I actually loled at some of the
writing. The lore and some of the big story beats are hidden behind "story shards" that you need to collect so you can get access
to some of the more esoteric bits. That means, if you want the full story, you're going to have to git gud. Personally, I think it's
great and I look forward to hunting down every last bit.

EDIT:

So after 40+ hours I've nearly 100% the game. I've collected every last shard, I've beaten every single level, and completed
nearly every challenge. There is one "Take no damage" challenge I have left to conquer in a level called Cramped that has three
waves of enemies. Eventually, I will get lucky and do it ^_^.

Just a note, others have done all that in far less time. So, completion time will depend on your skill.

Besides that, I've gotten into the leaderboards a bit and even took a couple #1 spots (that were very quickly taken from me ^_^).

Luckily, there are 4 save slots, so I will probably have a go at speedrunning through the entire game, or just playing it through
again for fun. This just doesn't feel like a game I'm going to put down after it's "done".. The unique artsyle and excellent
soundtrack makes this platformer different from ordinary ones. The ability to switch between multiple artstyles for every level
is quite amazing, with very nice music that compliments each level.

There's tons of collectibles and characters to unlock for the completionists out there which gives the game replayability. The
gameplay mechanics are simple, but the later levels will test your skills making it quite a challenging, but overall fun game.

For only 3 bucks this game is more than worth it for the amount of time you can get out of playing! Definitely one to try. Wish
the purchase came with the OST tho. And now an excerpt from a J.S.F. rifleman platoon:

Female Sergeant: "Remember, your M.O.S. is to get them killed, not your own sorry♥♥♥♥♥"

Male Rifleman: "Shut your♥♥♥♥♥♥trap, man."

Patriarchy/10. Now I can finally look at a gigantic knob in VR and look at fine art at the same time, 5/7 perfect score GOTY
2018 :^). I couldn't even play this crap because it apparently recognizes exactly one control scheme at a time and DOESN'T
recognize my Xbox One controller. Guess what happens when you change settings to "Xbox contoller"! Correct, you are locked
out of the game completely.. Wonderful cute game, much like the other in Clarus Victoria. NOT a sandbox game so to beat it
you better learn some history (though it IS possible to 'beat' history). Graphics are a step up from previous iterations - not that
that matters too much. Music as always wel conceived. It's almost like a quite detailed boardgame. It took me a few go's to beat
the very, very touch 'ending'. For those expecting a true Sandbox game - it's not like that. Your only (but wonderful) reward is to
really learn the impact of your choices, device long term strategies and get to know Egypt. It's tough, it's beautiful. Cannot wait
for Middle Kingdom :).
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